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Do not uss any grade of petrol or turpentine oil or 

any other inflammable liquid or corrosive chemical for 

cleaning purpose.

Report all shin irritations to the dispensary 

immediately.

Rules for the. prevention of fire hazards.

Smoking is not allowed in the prohibited areas.

Fire fighting equipment is not to be put to other 

uses, Except fire fighting. Fire buckets are not to be 

misused.

The safety officer must be informed early when any 

fire equipment has been used or misused so that replacement 

could he effected early.

Deposit all oily.

.Complete precautions against fire must be taken be

fore doing any welding or cutting works.

57. Excessive^weights.

No person shall be employed in any place of work to 

lift, carry or move any load, so heavy as to be likely to 

cause him injury.

The Central or the State Boards, as the case may be, 

may make Rules prescribing the maximum weights which may be 

lifted, carried or moved by adult men, adult women, adole

scents and children employed in place of work or in any 

class or di scrip tion of places of vzork or in carrying on 

any specified process.

50• ?2£5£uctions.

1) If it appears to the Inspector that any building 

or part of a building or any part of the ways or machine 

at a place >f work is in su a condition that it is
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dangerous to human life or safety, he may give to the 

employer, at tne place of work, instructions, in writing, . 

specifying the measures, which,in his opinion, should be 

adopted, and requiring them to be carried out before a date 

to be specified in the instructions,

2) If it appears to the .Inspector that the use of any 

building or part of a building or any part of the ways or 

machines in place of work involves imminent danger to human 

life or safety, he may give to the employer, in writing, at 

the place of work, instructions prohibiting its use, until 

it has been properly repaired or altered.

59< 5otice_to of_accidents.

1. Where at any place of work, an accident occurs - 

Oa) causing deatn or bodily injury, by reason of which the 

person injured is prevented from working for a period of 2+8 

hours or more immediately following a~cident, or

(b) an explosion, ignition, spontaneous heating, out-break 

of fire or irruption or inrush of water or other liquid matter,

or

(c) an influi. of inflammable or noxious gases, or

(d) a breakage of rop^es, chains or other gear by which 

persons or materials are lowered or raised in a shaft or an 

incline, or

5e) an overwinding of cages or other means of conveyance 

in any shaft, while persons or materials are being lowered 

or raised, or

(f) a premature coppalse of any part of the working or

(g) any other accident welch may be prescribed.

, • » . .
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The employer at the place of work shall send notice 

of the accident or occurance to the Inspector of the area 

concerned in such form and within such time, as may be pres

cribed, and he shall also simultaneously paste one copy of 

the notice on a special Notice Board, in the prescribed 

manner, at a place where it may be inspected by trade unions 

officials and the workers employed at the place of work and 

shall ensure that the notice is kept on the Board for not 

less than fourteen days from the date of such pasting.

2. Where a Notice given under Sub-Section (J) above 

relates to an accident causing loss of life, the Inspector 

or authority shall make an enquiry into the occurrence, with

in two months of the receipt of the Notice,

3. Every person shall be bound to answer truly to the 

best of his knowledge and ability every question put to him, 

in writing,by the Inspector as to the cause, nature or exrent 

of the accident.

5Q* 43X12® .disecases.

1) Where any worker at a place of work contracts any 

disease specified in this behalf by the appropriate Board, 

the employer shall send notice thereof to appropriate Board, 

in such form and within such time, as may be prescribed.

2) If any medical practitioner attends on a worker 

employed at the place of work who is, or is believed oy the 

medical practitioner, to be suffering from any disease 

mentioned in sub-clause (1), t&e medical practitioner, 

shall without delay, send a report in writing to the

appropriate Board stating:
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(a) the name and address of the patient;

(b) t ie disease from w.iich the patient is believed to be

suffering; and

(c) the name and ad ress of the place of work at which the 

patient is or was last employed.

61 • Power to direct enquiry into cases of accident or disease.

1) The appropriate Board may appoint a person or persons 

as a Court of inquiry to enquire into the causes of any 

accident occuring at a place of work or where a disease re

ferred to in Section 50 of this Act has been or is suspected 

to have been contracted and it may also appoint one or more 

persons possessing legal or special knowledge to act as 

assessors in such enquiry.

2) The person appointed to hold any such enquiry shall hzv 

have all the powers of an Adjudicator, for the purposos of 

enforcing tre attendance of witnesses and compelling the 

production of documents and material objev's.

3) Any person holding an enquiry under this section may 

exercise such of the powers of an inspector under this Act 

as -he may think it necessary or expedient to exercise for

the purpose of the enquiry.

A)The person adding an enquiry under this section shall 

make a report to the appropriate Board, stating the cause of 

the accident or dxseasc and its circumstances and adding any 

observations which he or any of the assessors may think fit 

to make.

5) The appropriate Board may, if it thinks fit to cause 

to bo published any report made under this section or any

extracts therefrom.
• • <
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6) The appropriate Board may make Pules for regulating 

the procedure at eneui i .s under this Section,

62. housing ,, facilities. -

It shall be the duty of every employer to provide and 

maintain for every worker, residing at the place of work, 

necessary housing accommodation.
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thereof, thereafter. 

BODY. PROTECTION:

1. Loose fittings sleepers when working should not be

worn.

2. When welding, wear, the clothing “which protects skin 

from hot sparks.

3. The safety hard hat must*be worn at all times in 

construction erection and process areas and when performing 

mechanical work.

4. Safety goggles, safety spectacles and face shields 

(whichever applicable) must be used while working.

3. Shoes must completely cover the feet. If possible,

use safety shoes, sandals, open toes shoos are unsafe.

6. Loose garments like dhotis and lungis must not be 

allowed for field work.

7. Safety belts above elevation on overhung location 

outside building or structure must bo used. End of rope 

must be tied securely to some rigid support.

8. • Wooeen planks after bonds (packing) dismantling 

should be shifted to yard immediately otherwise wood can * 

cause fire hazard and nails in planks can cause injury.- . .

9. . Gumboots, rubber hand gloves to be given to concerned 

civil construction group when this type of work persists,

10. Shutters removel should be done carefully and 

slightly Smaller size bambooes to be fixed before complete 

removal of actual used bambooes.

21. As excavation work should bo properly cordoned with 

’’Danger Sign Board”,

• • • 43
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jSAF^Tf:. £XG/kVAiIuN ,QhK.

Ordinary, Earth V/grkj.

1. All excavations to bo carried out after location are 

cleared by Engineer-in-Charge.

2. Proper and adequate timber shorting and bracings as 

stipulated in the specification shall be provided to prevent 

sliding of loose or unstable earth, rock or other material 

or caving in of excavation.

3. Under cutting of banks of trenches and other 

excavation shall be avoided.

A. Excavated material shall bod nPljd sufficiently away 

from the edge of the excavated trench to avoid the slipping 

of the excavated material into the trench.

3. Deep Excavation going beyond 3 m depth shall be 

properly fenced to protect man from falling in.

6. Warning signals shall be placed near the excavation

to warn the approaching traffic and men. At night, red 

danger light shall bo displayed at a conspicuous place near 

the excavation.

Imp5)rtant Pre cautigns,oththan normal and general ones: - 

Greatest care has to be taken in the use of explo

sions. The explosives now in use are the high pressure 

detonation types where the charge is required to be exploded 

by a detonator. In this type explosives, the detonator must 

bo insortad in the primer cartrige of gelatine just before 

use to avoid an accidental explosion due to the fuse getting 

sparked off or the detonator exploding due to some pressure 

inadvertantly applied during handling.

• *. 44
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Temporary of explosives should be done with wooden sticks 

gently to avoid explosion of the primer cartridge. The pri

mer cartridge should never be the first in the. hold, as it is . 

inserted with the detonator and fired It is, therefore, 

safer to have another cartridge in front Of it. In case 

only one cartridge is required to be used, then a sc ft clay 

stick should be inserted and well' rammed before the primer 

cartridge is inserted. This will avoid sudden explosion due 

to accidential excessive pressure imparted to be detonator 

inside the primer cartridge.

For effective blast, the charge is always covered with 

clay sticks so that the gases at high pressure which have to 

shatter the rock do not escape, Some people use sand and 

gritty material as a short cut but this is wrong. This can 

lead to sudden explosion. In fact, no gritty material should 

ever be allowed to com, in touch with the gelationes and 

detonators.

Crimping of the detonator over the fuse coil with 

proper crimpers is essential. There is a tendency for this 

crimping being done with teeth. This crimping is necessary 

to ensure that the fuse wire will not come out of the 

detonators. Misfires can result if crimping is not done 

properly. These are minor paints which have to be inbuilt 

into the system of the persons using explosives.

The minimum length of the fuse if governed by the time 

interval desired between the ignition of fuse and the 

actual blast which should not be less than ^minuties As 

some fuses burn faster (in any case, the rate should not 

exceed 60 cm/min) a 120 cm minimum length has been prescribed.

.. .45
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Where electric detonators arc used, each detonator 

should be tested with an ohm-meter for its rates resistance. 

It would thus be possible to avoid use of a defective 

detonator. If tils is not done, the circuit will not fire 

when current is passed and the tedious process of determining 

the hole with th defective charge would have to be gone 

through. After all the holes have been charged, the entire 

circuit may again be tested for total resistance. As it isI
a series circuit, t^ere should be no difficulty in assessing 

whether the entire circuit is alright.

.Code ojf Good £i^ctXce._.in^ jShojt _I^rii^:

1. Explosives and Detonators should always be separately 

kept or transported'.

2. To deal-with explosives only non-sparking materials 

like wood or brass should boused.

3. To check the shot holes -with a scraper or stomming and 

before insertion of cartridges.

A. to force a detonator to a cartridge.

5* Removal all surplus explosives, vehicles, cover or 

remove equipments, removal all persons from the site to 

a 33distance.

6. Install red jl^ss an round at a safe distance with 

guards to prevent propie to enter inside the Red Zone till 

ail clearance is given by the shot fire.

7. Test the exploder before use.

8. While straightening the lead wires, do not hold, the 

electric detonator by the tube. Grip the wires about 10 cm 

from the detonator with one hand and smooth them out with- 

other. This will avoid any pull on the fuse head.

... bC
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9. To avoid misfires, avoid damaging the insulation on

the lead wires of the electric detonator,

19. To avoid misfires the conductors should he thoroughly 

cleaned free of grease or dirty wires. While making connect

ions the hare ends of he conductors should he twisted to

gether for a length of about 3 cm.

11. Twin core cables have two' conductors. Stand of one 

conductor should not touch the other. Good practice is to 

stagger the exposed ends in relation to each other.

12. To ensure good insulation and avoid short circuits in 

wet conditions, use insulating tapes.

13. All connections should be done by shot-firer only. 

Exploder key should never be parted by him. Key should be 

removed after blasting and cable connection disconnected 

from the exploder and cable short circuited by twisting to

gether the bare ends of the two conductors.

14* Exploder should be kept in a dry place and similarly 

the bare conductors.

15. All precautions should bo taken against stray currents 

while blasting near electrically operated machine or high 

voltage power line.

Explosive and detonators not to be kept together in 

the same box or magazine. Even while carrying to the site, 

these should be carried separately by different persons.

Even for opening boxes, wooden or brass implements 

should bo used. No iron or- steel implements should be 

brought anywhere near the explosives.

.... 4?
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One sh?uld rut insert anything (net oven a match 

stick) but a fuse inside a detonator.

During the thunder the lightening, no one should be 

near explosives. Every one should go away to a place of 

safety. This explains the need for effective lightening 

conductors on magazines.

A detonator should never be forced into a cartridge.

The end should be first softened with hand a pricker used to 

make a hole, before the detonator is inserted. The soften

ing of hardened cartridges however should never be done 

by hammering on the ground.

The exploder used should be of sufficient capacity 

generally 2j? percent higher than required. The handle of an 

exploder should always remain with the blasting foreman dr .
• , ■ . I.

blaster who is in charges of the operations. In case filing 

is done from mains, separate switch should be available for 

this purpose. This switch should be in a box which dan bo
; • J

locked, so that the key remains with the blasting foreman or

the blaster whoever is incharge of the blasting operations. .
*• • • >

Tills is to avoid any accident by the current being passed 

through ’the circuit inadvertantly, before everybody' has 

cleared.

If there is a misfire, do not return to site before 

5 mixh. for-an-electric blasting and jQ minutes for a fuse 

coil blast. ' \ .

Mis-flre.sg,

If, however, a mis-fire is to be dealt^with the follow-
z

ing should be remembered:- . /

...48 '
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Mis fir□ with. fuse-coil. firing:

If any fuse coil is outside the hole,

afford sufficient tiae to the blaster to get away, the fuse 

nay bo lit again.

rlis.-fi.ro. with .electrical PP.tcn.atprsa. or. .if .length of. fuse, 
is. not. enough.

Domp.y< ,1. of. stpmuing and. r.o.cp.very. .gf chargesj Blow out 

stemming by compressed air, if possible, or flush with wear 

through a rubber hose. Do not use any iron or steel tools 

or implements to dig out stem'.ling. After the same is 

removed, try to put the primer and the charge gently. If 

tiiis is not possible introduce a fresh primer and blast. 

Dclip,vi ng. holes:

If method under above para is not feasible a reliev

ing hole of length 30 ems less than the length >f the mis

fired. hole lay be drilled at least 50 ems away from the 

misfired hole and blast taken through this. After blact, we

should look out in the debris for tne nis-firod detonator

and cartri dges.

Saf ety. in tunnels.:

The following cox.sidera ti ens have to be borne in

mind:-

Where supports, temporary or permanent are provided, 

the space between the tunnel roof and the support is well- 

packed, so as to allow any large movements in case sub

sidence takes place. Only a well packed supports can be 

effective in performing its function. A. support which does 

not provide a through packing against the tunnel roof can 

only lead to a false sjnso of safety. The support must

.... 49
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also bo watcher’ carefully for any movements duo to pressure.

from ton. It is possible to foresee signs of trouble, by way

■or ci'dckcci cmd &pH L u oden po ct g in case of eemporary

support) where the tunnel roof io likely to collapse. The

support must be frequently inspected for any signs of dist- 
*

ress. All support, temporary or permanent, must be adequ

ately inter-connected to give lotoral support as well.

Whore wooden lagging is used or top of permanent supports 

the void on top of the lagging upto the tunnel roofs must 

be well hand packed with rubble. This would make the 

support co the roof effective.

After every blast inside a tunnel, sealing of loose 

xooix obauld be performed thoroughly by experienced staff, 

under the direct supervision of a competent supervisor, 

particularly near the periphery of the heading portion, 

because this would be inaccessible once the benching is 

done and any small rocks falling from this portion can 

cause serious injuries. Any loose boulders which are 

firmly wedged, but could drop out,sh.uld be rockbelted.

The tunnels must bo well-lit. Ko economy in this 

direction would bo worth-while. In fact, with better light

ing, efficiency of all operation would go up; thus making up 

for the extra cost in lighting. In addition to this, several 

accidents could be avoided by better lighting. A 200 watt 

lamp every 20 to 25 meters or so would be adequate.

Then a tram track is laid, it sh uld he maintained 

to proper line and level. Th * s would not only improve

• •••50
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efficiency of making operations, but would also avoid 

injuries to workers. If a tram line is laid to too steep a 

gradient, the tip wagon can go out of control. In any ease 

all the people operating tip wagons should be provided with 

whistles, so that a blowing vzhistle may indicate a moving 

tip wagon. The tip wagons must have efficient breaking 

system. Local improved breaker of wooden standards or 

poles have been found adeauate. A tip wagon should not be 

overloaded. In case of a double track, the up and down 

lines must be clearly nominated. At the dumping point, the 

track should be woll maintained and not kept over too high 

trestle support, as it would leave to topping of the tip 

wagon. In exx any case, an iron clamp should beUsed to 

secure the tip wagon to th„ track before tipping, so that it 

docs not overturn. A rereailing ramp comes in quite handy.

A tunnel should also be w_ll drained of Seepage 

water. Tunnels are generally on gradients. There is gener

ally no problem from th._ lower end as the gradient uelps the 

drainage for the p< rtien driven from the higher end, drain

age,is a problem, as wat^r would accu mlate near the face, 

till the tunnel is through. There must be adequate arrange

ments for dewatering the tunnel face. Pneumatic sump pumps 

are quite useful. It should also be ensured that no short 

circuiting of current takes place through such pools cf 

water.

Pet Drilling:*

In tunnels, wet drilling must be resorted to. This 

not only gives extra life to drill rods, but also is a must 

to avoid health-hazards due to stone d it.

•••••pi
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V^nti.latipr •

•In short tunnels, of length upto 600 metros, generally 

no difficulty is felt, as the fumes after the blast clear 

out in about 30 minutes if tile tunnel is not through. No

body should bo permitted to go in during this period. After 

the. heading is driven through, the fumes clear in loss then.

15 minutes, as a draught is sot in. The problem of

ventilation is, therefore, only till such time a tunnel is 

being driven from the two ends without the heading having 

joined. -'here the tunnels are longer and it becomes 

necessary to drive a tunnel from one end more than 300 

meters, artificial ventilation with the help of exhaust 

fans and blowers should be necessary. The system could, 

however, be designed. This distance once again depends 

upon whether this is on. a straight or a curve. The fumes in 

certain cases do not clear upto more than an hour.

Scaffpdp.a- end.

Scaffolds should be built of sound material,

accurately fastened and capable of supporting four times 

t?u combined weight of men and materials.

Guide rails and toe boards should be installed on all 

scaffolds which are 10’ or more in height, and on all 

scaffolds immediately adjacent to excavation, deep water, 

machinery or other sources of danger. Proper cordoning 

of all hazzards with appropriate scaffolds is a must.

Piping and. Tanks.

Use wire brush to remove cuttings from a pipe. Do not 

clean pipe threads with bare hands as thc-v ar0 sharp.

. ..52
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'7hile fitting extra heavy pipe and flanges and other 

fittings above 6U use chain hoist or crane.

Do not handle pipes/fillings with hands' inside.

Before assembling pipelines and connections make sure 

that lines/equipments is free of original material such as 

dirt, tools and masonary material etc.

Testing of pipe with air nitrogen or any other gases to 

be done with proper aut jrisati ;n.

Use proper scaffodings for crecti m. Do not work in 

unsecured ladder.

Take care in nandling, emery and grinding' wheels.

Use leather hand gloves while operating drill machines 

or grinders.

Pumps and other equipments must be blinded at open ends 

angle grinder use must be restricted to trained persons only.

While working in a tank only 2A voltage transformer to 

be used for lighting and one stand-by person must always 

r em ai n o u t si d e.

Do not use drums for erecting pipes.

Ml tappings to oxisting lino blank to be opened. Tho 

j eb- supervision to be done by process.

After work, all left junk and tools to bo shifted to 

their respective place.

Any dangerous condition to be reported to fire and 

safety Depar tmen t.

Fire fighting equipments must be near to work place 

with free access.

• • •
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Safety Instructions .for ha.ndlin^ .Electrical dorks:

Proper grounding of all electrical equipments

(stationery of poi ^aolc must bo clone before energising).

All portable equipments like grinders, drill machines

etc. must have proper plugs.

All 22-ov and L<.L. ov supply*DB and plug points must in

dicate the voltage and proper instructions must be vzritte? . 

All nevz connections from LB to be given and approved by

Til e c t ri c al Engi n e e r.

Leather hand gloves to be used during use of all -port

able electrical appliances like drill and grinder etc.

No loose cable jointing is to be done.

The connecting caolos should not fall on the way of

movement (possible overhung). This causes hinderance in _ 

moving various equipment and cable gets damaged.

All electrical jobs to be done by qualified and

licenced wireman. ,

Electrician should check 

equipment that circuit is dead

before working on electrical 

and switch is tagged before

working.

If any one comes in contact with live wires or cables 

and is unable to release his grip on wires; do not attempt 

to pull him off with bare hands, shut off the current. If 

it is not possible use rubber handgloves to release the 

victim or use dry stick to remove the vzi ^es.

'deleting cables sh >uld be continuous and with proper 

insulation.

Use non-conduct!on ladders for electrical work.

.... 5k
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Properly inspected rubber gloves must be worn when work

ing near live vires.

Never open oi close a switch without full knowledge of 

current.

Safety. Instructions. Jblcc.tri.cal Eq.u.ig)ments:

Electrical equipment and lines should always bo con-
I

sidered as live unless they are positively known to be dead. 

Line clears or ^'Permits to work1’ are to be taken for

working on lines or equipments which are in service but 

disconnected from mains 'jr 3UPply the purpose of carry

ing out work.

No employe^ sh>uld get up a pole or work on apparatus 

in service or in proximity to a live conductor, unless the 

man incharge of the work has obtained the necessary permit 

for work from the authority incharge pf the apparatus or the

lines.

persons

charge.

it .’nd

issuer

Permits for works shall bo taken only by authorised 

and shall be issued by the autxiorised persons in- 

The person who took the permit should himself return

this procedure should be followed, ovm v-lion the

and receiver happen to be the same. When the clears arc

taken in person, the employee taking the line clear should 

follow the employee doing the isolation, discharging etc., 

and satisfy himself that the equipment on which he has to 

work, is isolate.I from the mains, on either side as seen visu

ally, and grounded before he acknowledges the linos clear.

/honever works are to be carried out with lies clear 

on certain equipment, with adjacent equipment alive, a 25 mm 

maiiila rope may be tied round the danger size at a height

55
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of say, I from the ground and boards painted with the words 

written b^th in English and in Vernacular in rod

colour hung at convenient distance.

Arc Yielding:

Er-amoe of all electrical welding machines operated 

with power circuit shall be effectively grounded.
I

Switch ’off’ the welding whonver actual welding oper

ation is stopped and switch it ’on’ ;nly, when the actual 

weldino operation is to be started.

V/elaers and helpers shall wear overall suits, rubber 

shoes and gloves on both hands, so as to reduce the chances 

of any part of the oody coming in contact with any live 

porti ms to the minimum.

/elders shad L wear protective device for their eyes, 

and other persons nearby shall be protected from the arc 

rays by screens, helpers to weldors must wear safety

goggles. Electric arc when viewed with naked. eyes cause • 

serious impairment to vision.

CrAjS ; *

Oxygen cylinders shall not be stored in close

pro Amity to accctylene cylinders or other fuel gas inside 

the building, and is no circumstances, either oxygen or 

acetylene cylind rs snail be stored under direct rays of 

sun or in places, where excessive rise of temperature is 

likely to occur.

Tempering with or attempting to repair safety 

devices or valves of gas cylinders shall be prohibited, 

and if trouble is experienced in any cylinder, a report

..•. • 56
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shall bo sent to the supplier forthwith; describing the 

character of the trouble and particulars of the cylinder.

The valves of cylinder snail be kept closed firmly, when, 

cylinders arc n.t in use.

Leaking cylinders shall be re loved to the open air, as 

soon as possible and disposed off in such a manner so as to 

prevent any possibility of ignition of the leaking gas.

Oxygen cylinders and fittings shall, be kept free from oil 

or greasy substance, and shall net be handled with oily 

hands or gloves.

Oxygen cylinders should be handled with extra care. They 

should not ee dropped and should not be permitted to fall 

even or to bo struck by other objects.

Gas cylind^s shall be kept upright in approved safe 

place whore thry cannot be knock d over and well separated

from rediators, 

Discharged 

bo handled with

furnaces ind combustible materials, 

cylinders shall be marked uLmPTfw and shall 

the same care as loaded cylinders. Loaded

and empty cylinders snail be kept in separate places.

The hose used for the o .ygen and acetylene cylinders,

should be lade of high pressure rubber with different

distinct colours, Special care sh;uld be taken to avoid 

inter change of oxygen and acetylene hoses, as the mixtures 

ox these gases are highly explosive.

Armour cover or wire-wrapped hose shall never be 

used to connect torches and tanks.

GAS. .W.xxLDiigG /hiD, Op I'll/lG^.

Welders and helpers shall wear non-combustible

helmets and gloves during weldin-, operations. They should

..........57
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bo careful to keep out of the line or starks and hot

oietals, and they should wear clothiing free from grease,

gasoline, oil one .mcher ioflammable materials.

Suitable Oogglcs and helmets shall be worn by welders

and helpers during wcldirg and cutting operations.

When welaxng and cutting process are to be commenced,

the cylinder v Ives shall be opened only with the special

wrench provided for that purpose. This wrench must be in

position on the valve stem, while the cylinder is in use,

so that the gas may be turned off quickly in case of

emergency.

Ail Welding operations should be carried out in a well 

ventilated space.

Smoking by workmen or welders is strictly prohibited 

wnile they arc handling gas cylinders.

Closed tanks or containers shall never be welded until 

they are, thoroughly cleared, dried out, and ventilated 

and after ascertaining, that they contain no explosive or 

harm ful.

Keep away from cables, ropes, or chains under lead.

In lifting heavy machinery, only standard safe load 

for ropes, cables or chains should be lifted; no over

loading shall be done.

The slings should be of approved type.

Never stand under heavy loads.

Never keep the load suspended for any length of time 

more than that vhidli is abso" tely necessary.
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No person shall climb on to any crane or other lift in 

machines without the knowledge of the driver operating the 

crane or lifting machine.

Loads must not be lifted over groups of workmen till they 

have been notified and allowed to clear. The load should 

not be kept suspended in the sling for any length of time, 

than what is abs /lutely necessary.

Hoi si ng. and LpLuipments.:

All ropes, hooks and chain-pully blocks to be examined 

for defect before putting in services.

Do not allow kinks to form in uncoiling wire rope and 

check for broken wires periodically.

Each person handling heavy lifts should know how to tie 

the rope knots properly and safely.

All slings should be protected by pads or blocks; where 

these are subjected to sharp edges examine them before use.

Men should not be allowed to climb on blocks, hooks or 

suspended load. They may be hoisted in an approved sling or 

chain.

Hoisting equipment operator should keep their eyes on 

man giving signals.

'../hen handling heavy loads with mobile cranes having 

pneumatic tyres to be operated on hand firm ground and good 

blocking to be done.

Guy line's must not be fastened to operating equipment, 

pipelines, tanks or other supports without proper per

mission.

Defective ladders should no-1- be used.
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Place ladders at a safe angle so that they cannot fall 

backward ox clip at the bottom.

Another man will have to hold a step ladder when the 

work to be. clone involves considerable pulling, pushing or 

other types ox activities which >.ia.y cause the ladder to 

shift or ropple over.

Never brake suddenly with a load unless in an emergency.

Never turn suddenly when trav lling with a load at 

speed.

Always watch the overhead clearances are sufficient.

Never booms beyond capacity of cranes, fork lifts etc. 

crane booms should be lowered to the ground when there

is danger of high wind or idle conditions.

Extreme caution to be taken wnile working near nigh 

voltage lines in cranes. In case of height work, arrange

ment for sufficient lighting must bo made.

iloN lzLilNG. pXlUJjtg jAifw ipuHiffo.

Always use the right tool for the work. Use a correct 

size spanner for tightening or loosening bolts and nuts to 

prevent slipping of spanner.

Test the handle of the hammer before use. Never use 

hammer i ' the handle is broken or the bend is loose, Do not 

allow on unexperienced person to handle sludge hammer.

Proper understanding is essential between the person
z

holding the chisel, and the person using the hammer, and 

never divert the attention of hammer-men while in action.

Keep the cools perfectly clean always, uncleaned tools, 

mostly soakecx with oil, may slip from hand, resulting in 

an acci lent.
60• • •
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Improper using of hand tools, neglecting to keep them 

in safe working condition and carelessly leaving them around 

where they may endanger persons, are frequent causes of 

accidents.

All tools shall be maintained in good working condition. 

Burred heads shall be promptly redressed. Broken, cracked 

or otherwise damaged handles snail be replaced. All tools 

with sharp edges should be kept in slieats, shields, tool 

chests or other containers, when not in actual use, so as 

to protect the tool, the worker and other persons.

Safety belts should be inspected carefully and periodi

cally for conditi n of leather, leather near holts, rivers, 

switches, buckles, rings, strips etc.

Safety belts made jf leather must be kept pliable, by 

treating them occasionally with a suitable penetrating oil 

like castor oil.

The safety oo}.ts must be stored in a satisfactory manner 

in proper compartments to protect them and to prevent them 

from being out by tools, robbed by files and from being 

caught under heavy lino material.

Each day before a holt make sure that it shows no

defect.

If a belt is accidentally cut, „ should be discharged 

immediately.

Never drive holes in a leather belt or strap. If extra 

holes are required, use a regular belt punch to form the

61• ♦ •
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holes. Ns two holes; punched sh ,-uld be nearer than one inch. 

Wipe thm belt off, with a clean pag after work in rain,

and. allow it to dry at roes temperature. -

Never expose a ‘safety belt to heat from ceils of

radiators, keep in out >f the range . f blow furnaces and 

other sources of hear.

Helts should never be dropod, or thrown from a height

to the ground.
I

Fibre ropes are jade principally of sianila fibre, sisal 

fibre and hemp. Frequent inspections are recuired in the 

use of ropgs to see that the interior fibres are not broken, 

or ground to powder, wiiile the exterior indicates that the 

rope is but a little worn.

Avoid use of'rope with fibre core, when the rope is 

subject to heat, fu :cs and extra io pressure. Chose right 

construct! ?n ;f rape suitable f-r the job, Cori-osion can be 

delayed by 'using galvanised rope.

Don’t load the rope bog.nd its safe working load.

Fnsure that th rope is strongly seised before it is cut.

Flexibility of rope should no suitable to the size of 

drums and pulleys, and diameter or rope to grooves.

Rope r,ius?' be uncoiled so as to avoid ’kinking’ since 

even a moderate s train on a rope, in wnich thei e is a kink 

may over-stress the fibres at the kink. After the work, 

neatly coil the roPos

Hot rope deteriorates rapidly unless dried properly.

It should be hung up in loose coils, so that dry air can 

circulate tnreugh tneei. Heat should never be applied, as
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it dries out the oil did thus s.urtcns the life of the rope.

Wet rope has a tendency to fora kinks. No. load should bo 
arc

applied until all kinks/removed.

All ropes are easily damaged by adids or alkalis’ Any

rope known to have be mi composed to acids or alkalis (some

times indicate by discaleration of strains) should be used 

with caution. 1

When rope is running over a sheaver or a puley, internal 

wear is caused by friction. The life of rope is greatly 

prolonged, by using blocks with sheaves of large diameter.

Fibre rope should always be clean, before being placed 

in storage and should be stored in a dry, airy place. It 

shouUd nevdr be stored in the same room with acid or caustics, 

bAFmi'f. xH'Siiibpx'lU’1?. /kA .O.pu><Ajil.Uh6, GF GiilhpiitG tiACtixigbiS. 

Gd^XjJtUiL 1 N ul'pup. 1Io d.G •

Gu AiuAS:

Tne burcting of revolving abrasive wheels frequently 

results in serious injuries. To obviate this risk it is im

perative that the Gui-xxoJb AXiwAfo uii m PuGxiiuA •miil'i

Hus Wij.j_uii.uiS Axviii hUnAmG

On certain types of internal grinders the fixing of 

Guards is no practicable operators of these machines should 

take care that bnOuix nO uiFGUixbi'AiWFb ur.LGU.ui) Tiiu GOuxjwUuF
f

OPxiljl) Ulii J_ilxO_ iliijj IjD •

Note:- Guards should be constructed of rough-iron or steel. 

The use of cast iron should be avoided as this will not 

resist the effects of a burst and considerable danger will - 

arise from the flying pieces.
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Wtuiiiini GOGGLmS A-Jf PivOVIbxlD? TiihioE SHOULD ALWAYS dm uluxtfL

Eye injuiies are a prolific form of accident and are 

due in nearly all cases be the operator not wearing the 

goggles provided,

oliO^Lik x Xi jhl.AuO.i xijD.

All employees must be capable of giving first aid to 

the injured, and converscant with ail the methods of 

artificial respiration.

in case of accident suspected due to electric shock 

proceed as below:

Switcn off supply as quickly as possible; if that would 

involve more time than putting the patient away, do the 

later.

Standing on a dry, insulated surface like a wooden 

chair, rubber or coir matting, separate from the electrical 

contact using a dry stick, dry rope, dry cfoth paper or 

other non-conductors. On no account, should bare hands be 

used.

Where accident is on II. I.line or equipments, special 

care has to be exercised. Inform the nearest medical centre. 

Arrange for quick transport to tho centre. The names, 

addresses and telephone Nos. of doctors, hospitals, within 

easy reach of the station/works should be jaintained.

If the affoe tod person is apparently not breathing, 

proceed to g±ve artificial respiration without delay.

Every moment of delay is serious.

.. • 6h
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Any forci n body (tobacco, flase teeth, chewing gum 

etc.) should be removed from the victim(s mouth and throat 

carefully. Eeassure the casualty if he is conscious.

AxjJAZC 
AhjdhT ■
AVOID

• AoCiUia'J I'b

Gmh i*tAi»_b Ay Elf ?i» .

It is the reponsibility of Construction manager/ 

Engineer to ensure that copies of these Eules applicable 

to their own sites are prominently displayed in English and 

vernacular in th ' department and are readily available to 

workers at all times.

Whenever any unsafe and dangerous condition is noted 

it should be reported immediately to the Engineer in charge 

and/or the Safety Officer.

Any injury, no matter how slight must be reported 

to the Engineer in Charge immediately who will arrange for 

your treatment.

Drums or other make-shifts should not be used in place 

or ladders or as work benches or supports for any job.

Excavations inside the compound or department must be 

properly fenced and marked with suitable warning sign 

boards at all times. This also applies to any trench or drain 

which has a cover removed. If ladders or handrails are re

moved, safety ropies must be placed around to eliminate the 

danger of falls.

Goggles of face shields must be used when working on 

emery wheels of chipping metal etc. Or any other job where 

there are possible eye hazards.
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Glov3s must never be worn while grinding materials 

on an emery wheel, Gloves should not be used when operat

ing machinery except with the permission of the Depart

mental Head,

Ladders with broken or missing rungs or split side 

fails or otherwise defective or without safety shoes or 

hooks mus' not be used. Ladders when erected must be tied 

at the top with a rope.

Before any person is allowed to work on a roof or in 

an enclosed place or in a manhole, or any hazardous place 

permission for doing such job there must be obtained from 

the Management who will ask the safety department or the 

departmental Head concerned to take such precautions as he 

may deem fit.

When working on asjestos covered roofs, proper boards 

like crowling boards or cat ladder must be used to support 

your weight.

Before any work is commenced in an enclosed space or 

in a manhole, such a place must be k.ept open for at least

hours.

'When working in an enclosed place or in a manhole, or 

belt around the waist or belt with one and outside the manhole 

by one or were stand-by personnel why will keep a watch in 

order to pull out the worker should be in difficult or 

overcome jy gas.

Defective tools e.g. cuisels with mushroom heads, 

spanners with worn jaws, broken file handles, hammers with 

broken shaft, etc. must be brought to the notice of the 

supervisor in charge immediately.
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kules. fp.k 'Material, handling.

Materials of any kind must not be thrown from or to any

height. If such a procedure is necessary, the particular 

area must be feneed to keep off others from this area.

The unloading and loading of gas cylinders, drums,
•I *

carboys e^c, must be carried out. with care. There should 

not be allowed to be dropped or come into violent contact 

with one another.

Materials should be stacked carefully, tidily and 

upto a safe height and should be properly secured, 

fliles .for preventing ma chine, hazards.

All guards on the machines and rollers must be in 

position before starting any machine.

See that everybody and everything is clear before 

starting up machine. Make sure no one is in a position to 

be injured as a result of your act.

Stop machine before oiling, adjusting, inspecting 

or cleaning it.

When working in grinding wheels; Oi} check that 

the safety shield is correctly set }ii) ensure that the 

wheel is running true (iii) see that the tools rest is 

fixed within one inch from the wheel.

When repairing a machine, keep all small trays 

and not on the floor.

Use goggles or face shields provided 

machining etc. to proper your eyes.

bo not -tamper or interfer with any machinery that 

you are not operating or repairing.
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Do not attempt to operate or set in motion any machine 

or equipment to which you are not assigned.

Use machines, guards and other equipment with care* 

Deport at once to your supervisor any- damage or fault or 

any sound.

Rules. _fo_r plhejcijgic~ Hazards Pr even tip n.

Unskilled men must never be allowed to attempt to

repair electrical apparatus.

Only authorised persons may operate any switch gear 

apart from routine stopping and starting of motors and 

lighting.

When electrically driven machines and apparatus are 

shut do;. for repairs, the electric circuit must be isolated 

before commence.

Rules -for chemical .hazards. prevention.

Any leackage observed from drums, jars, packages, 

caryboys or cylinders etc. must be reported immediately to 

the Departmental Haad or his Assistants. If leackes are 

from packages containing acid, caustic soda or other arro- 

sives, steps must be taken to stop other persons approach

ing the location.

Snould you bo splashed with acid, caustic or other 

chemicals, wash yourself with water, flooding the affected 

part of the body and immediately report a to the dispen

sary foi attention.

General Safety Re eomm epdatip ns.

Good house keeping will save you from many avoidable

injuries. (i) keep your tools and -surroundings clean, free
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from oil and grease and your equipment in its proper place
i
(ii) be careful to clean up a job after finishing it. All 

theft over junk is to be removed to the proper place.

Be sure, you know how to do a job before you start it 

or if in doubt, consu t your superior.

Never look directly into the area produced during weld

ing without proper eye protection.

Producing nails should be pulled out or bent over or 

knocked down before you throw anything out for scrap or 

pass materials on. Look out for sharp edges and splinters.

Do not ever reach when working on a ladder.

When asconding or descending a ladder, face the

ladder and obtain a fi^m grip with both hands. Carry tools 

or materials in such a way so as to provide free use of 

your hands.

Use your cools with care. Do „ put them to use they 

are not meant for e.g. using spanner as a hammer or a knife 

as a screv/ driver.

Do not throw tools from one man to another. Instead, 

hand them over.

Pecommendations for electric hazards prevention.

Knowledge of how to give artificial respiration is 

very useful to all. Instructions and practice in artifi

cial respiration must be given to all workers, supervisors 

and engineers.

Never use water for extinguishing electrical fires.

Use always 002 type of CVC type of fire extinguisher for 

extinguishing electric fires,
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Do not uss any grade of petrol or turpentine oil or 

any other inflammable liquid or corrosive chemical for 

cleaning purpose.

Report all shin irritations to the dispensary 

immediately.

Rules for the. prevention of fire hazards.

Smoking is not allowed in the prohibited areas.

Fire fighting equipment is not to be put to other 

uses, Except fire fighting. Fire buckets are not to be 

misused.

The safety officer must be informed early when any 

fire equipment has been used or misused so that replacement 

could he effected early.

Deposit all oily.

.Complete precautions against fire must be taken be

fore doing any welding or cutting works.

57. Excessive^weights.

No person shall be employed in any place of work to 

lift, carry or move any load, so heavy as to be likely to 

cause him injury.

The Central or the State Boards, as the case may be, 

may make Rules prescribing the maximum weights which may be 

lifted, carried or moved by adult men, adult women, adole

scents and children employed in place of work or in any 

class or di scrip tion of places of vzork or in carrying on 

any specified process.

50• :?ni£ty_o f__Buiidin.g_s_and instructions.

1) If it appears to the Inspector that any building 

or part of a building or any part of the ways or machine 

at a place >f work is in su a condition that it is
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dangerous to human life or safety, he may give to the 

employer, at tne place of work, instructions, in writing, . 

specifying the measures, which,in his opinion, should be 

adopted, and requiring them to be carried out before a date 

to be specified in the instructions,

2) If it appears to the .Inspector that the use of any 

building or part of a building or any part of the ways or 

machines in place of work involves imminent danger to human 

life or safety, he may give to the employer, in writing, at 

the place of work, instructions prohibiting its use, until 

it has been properly repaired or altered.

59< 5otice_to of_accidents.

1. Where at any place of work, an accident occurs - 

Oa) causing deatn or bodily injury, by reason of which the 

person injured is prevented from working for a period of 2+8 

hours or more immediately following a~cident, or

(b) an explosion, ignition, spontaneous heating, out-break 

of fire or irruption or inrush of water or other liquid matter,

or

(c) an influi. of inflammable or noxious gases, or

(d) a breakage of rop^es, chains or other gear by which 

persons or materials are lowered or raised in a shaft or an 

incline, or

5e) an overwinding of cages or other means of conveyance 

in any shaft, while persons or materials are being lowered 

or raised, or

(f) a premature coppalse of any part of the working or

(g) any other accident welch may be prescribed.

, • » . .
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The employer at the place of work shall send notice 

of the accident or occurance to the Inspector of the area 

concerned in such form and within such time, as may be pres

cribed, and he shall also simultaneously paste one copy of 

the notice on a special Notice Board, in the prescribed 

manner, at a place where it may be inspected by trade unions 

officials and the workers employed at the place of work and 

shall ensure that the notice is kept on the Board for not 

less than fourteen days from the date of such pasting.

2. Where a Notice given under Sub-Section (J) above 

relates to an accident causing loss of life, the Inspector 

or authority shall make an enquiry into the occurrence, with

in two months of the receipt of the Notice,

3. Every person shall be bound to answer truly to the 

best of his knowledge and ability every question put to him, 

in writing,by the Inspector as to the cause, nature or exrent 

of the accident.

5Q* 43X12® .disecases.

1) Where any worker at a place of work contracts any 

disease specified in this behalf by the appropriate Board, 

the employer shall send notice thereof to appropriate Board, 

in such form and within such time, as may be prescribed.

2) If any medical practitioner attends on a worker 

employed at the place of work who is, or is believed oy the 

medical practitioner, to be suffering from any disease 

mentioned in sub-clause (1), t&e medical practitioner, 

shall without delay, send a report in writing to the

appropriate Board stating:



7Z -
(a) the name and address of the patient;

(b) t ie disease from which the patient is believed to be 

suffering; and

(c) the name and ad ress of the place of work at which the 

patient is or was last employed.

61 • Power to direct enquiry into cases of accident or disease.

1) The appropriate Board may appoint a person or persons 

as a Court of inquiry to enquire into the causes of any 

accident occuring at a place of work or where a disease re

ferred to in Section 50 of this Act has been or is suspected 

to have been contracted and it may also appoint one or more 

persons possessing legal or special knowledge to act as 

assessors in such enquiry.

2) The person appointed to hold any such enquiry shall hzv 

have all the powers of an Adjudicator, for the purposos of 

enforcing tre attendance of witnesses and compelling the 

production of documents and material objev's.

3) Any person holding an enquiry under this section may 

exercise such of the powers of an inspector under this Act 

as -he may think it necessary or expedient to exercise for 

the purpose of the enquiry.

A)’The person adding an enquiry under this section shall 

make a report to the appropriate Board, stating the cause of 

the accident or disease and its circumstances and adding any 

observations which he or any of the assessors may think fit 

to make.

5) The appropriate Board may, if it thinks fit to cause 

to bo published any report made under this section or any 

extracts therefrom.
• • <
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